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New leadership, new routes! 

KAPISANAN debuts Dot Valledor as the new Executive Director,  
shifting 2018 programming to rebuild and vision.  

 

KAPISANAN is proud to announce Dot Valledor as the new Executive Director, effective May 1, 2018.                

Fulfilling sustainable succession at the end of Nikki Cajucom’s term, the title is entrusted to Valledor                

through unanimous nomination from the Board of Directors.  

 

The leadership change also marks a temporary shift in KAPISANAN’s programming, with KULTURA             

undergoing rebranding as an art-focused festival taking place in February 2019, and flagship program              

CLUTCHxNAV re-launching in May of 2019. By 2020, KULTURA will resume its traditional summer slot               

in August. This decision represents Valledor’s vision for 2018 as a blueprint year for crucial restructuring.                

KAPISANAN will be charting a new course in the organization’s history marked by more focus on                

newcomer Filipinx youth, and emphasis on showcasing the vibrancy of the Filipino arts community. 

 

 

 

This August 2018, KAPISANAN invites your continued support at “Despedida Debut,” a fundraiser event              

to celebrate new beginnings and gather support for upcoming programs. KAPISANAN relies heavily on              

the generous support of our community members, to whom we owe our great success. Contribute, donate,                

and fuel the efforts that sustain KAPISANAN for years to come! 

 



 

 

Alongside Dot Valledor’s leadership, KAPISANAN welcomes a renewed administrative team; recognizing           

the shared responsibility to uphold KAPISANAN’s legacy and realize its future. Valledor and the new team                

are looking forward to building upon relationships and engaging the larger community about the future of                

the organization.  
 

“It gives me great pleasure to support the new generation leaders who are shaping Toronto's 
landscape of Filipinx youth voices, now more diverse than ever. I have had the privilege of 
working with Dot over the last three years in multiple capacities and have been consistently 

impressed by her expert navigation of the community arts sector at such a young age. 
Kapisanan is in excellent hands and her vision, powered by our peers, will innovate and 

animate the Filipinx community in new and intersectional ways.” 
  

NIKKI CAJUCOM, OUTGOING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 

Born in Mindanao, Philippines; raised in Scarborough -- Dot Valledor has been involved with both arts                

programming and the Filipino-Canadian community in Toronto since childhood. As the previous            

Programs Manager and an alumnus of the CLUTCHxNAV program, Valledor soared through the ranks of               

KAPISANAN. In the past three years with KAPISANAN, her outreach efforts have doubled applicant              

response, extended beyond the downtown core, and diversified involvement with newcomers and            

LGBT-identifying youth. Struggles with mental health pushed Valledor through the gaps of traditional             

institutions, thus she forged an alternative career path through community arts. A perfect example of the                

mission and mandate; KAPISANAN empowers Valledor to overcome barriers to meaningful engagement            

in society. In her role as Executive Director, Dot Valledor ensures that KAPISANAN will continue to offer                 

the same opportunities to other Filipinx youth navigating their careers and identities. 
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